Japanese popular culture - a fascinating illustrated look at various forms of Japanese popular culture pop song jazz enka a popular ballad genre of music karaoke comics animated cartoons video games television dramas films and idols teenage singers and actors, Che Guevara in popular culture – appearances of Argentine Marxist revolutionary Che Guevara 1928–1967 in popular culture are common throughout the world although during his lifetime he was a highly politicized and controversial figure in death his stylized image has been transformed into a worldwide emblem for an array of causes representing a complex mesh of sometimes conflicting narratives, About Hello Japanese American National Museum - About the exhibition The Japanese American National Museum presents Hello, exploring the supercute world of Hello Kitty the first large scale Hello Kitty museum retrospective in the United States organized as part of the global icon's 40th anniversary celebrations the exhibition examines the colorful history of Hello Kitty and her influence on popular culture, The Globalization of Markets Harvard Business Review - One argument that opposes globalization says that flexible factory automation will enable plants of massive size to change products and product features quickly without stopping the manufacturing